BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC concentrate

FOR PEST CONTROL OPERATORS

Against hiding and sucking insects: bedbugs, fleas and other crawling insects

BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC, due to its up-to-date formulation, flushes out and knockdowns the hiding insects. The content of S-methoprene insect growth regulator active ingredient disrupts the life cycle of insects by inhibiting the development into adults.
**Active ingredients:**
- 6.74 % S-methoprene
- 4.81 % pyrethrin
- 10.17 % PBO synergent
- 16.07 % MGK 264 synergent

**BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC**, due to its up-to-date formulation, flushes out and knocks-down the hiding insects but the S-methoprene insect growth regulator active ingredient also disrupts the life cycle of insects by inhibiting the development into adults.

**Direction for use:** Pour the required volume of water into the spraying tank, and then amidst constant stirring add the prescribed quantity of **BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC** concentrate. Shake the concentrate before use and after having poured the required quantity, close the container. The ready-to-use working solution must be used within 24 hours. Apply the spray directly onto those surfaces where insects may be hiding.

**Bedbug control:** use **50 ml BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC** concentrate for the preparation of a 5 L working solution. Treat especially wooden junctures of cupboards, beds and cushioned furniture and also pay attention to cracks and crevices. Consider that even small surface hollows can serve as hideaways or pathways for the insects. Treat as well edges of flooring, wall coverings (wood panelling), window- and doorframes, back of frames, cracks and crevices, and the area around plugs, electric switches and joint boxes. Do not spray directly into electric appliances. On average a surface of 100 m² can be treated with 5 L working solution.

**Flea control:** use **20 ml BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC** concentrate for the preparation of a 5 L working solution. Primarily treat the floor and the walls up to 1 meter level and also apply it on carpets, areas below furniture and the favoured places of pets. In case of washing up, or mopping the treatment must be repeated. It is unlikely that **BIOPREN® BFS 6 EC** would damage surfaces but the product should be tested on a small inconspicuous area first to check compatibility. This is particularly important when treating carpets and soft furnishings. On average a surface of 100 m² can be treated with 5 L working solution.

**Residuality:** In case of bedbug control repeat the treatment within 2 or 3 weeks. Following the above instructions properly, several months of efficacy can be accomplished.

**Packing:** 500 ml dosage bottle

The product is available also in ready to use form in trigger spray bottle under name **BIOPREN® BFS bedbug and flea killer spray**.

**Manufacturer:** Bábolna Bio Ltd.
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